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    Abstract—To help reusing of learning object materials, we need 

to take a learner’s preference learning style into consideration. It 

starts from designing the learning materials, which should be 

capable for adaptation   according to learner’ needs. Then, if we do 

not stick with a certain learning style, and can offer a free learning 

style, therefore we can increase the motivation for learners, as well 

as increase the reusing of these learning object materials especially 

when we provide these learning object materials through cloud 

infrastructure.  By doing that, the effectiveness of reusing learning 

object materials will be improved. In this paper we build a cloud-

based free style learning object material and offer it as a cloud 

service. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; e-learning; learning object; 

learning style 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    Although the term “cloud computing” might be newer than 

the term “e-learning”, since the term “e-learning” in existence 

since 1999, and the term “cloud computing” in existence since 

2006. We believe that e-learning gained its popularity from 

applying the concepts of cloud computing such as offering 

service online, anytime, anywhere, buying services, pay as you 

use, sharable resources, etc. E-learning system are connected to 

the Internet through servers, which can store and delivering 

different courses. These courses contain several types of 

educational materials, e.g. (text, figures, videos, tests, etc.).  If 

these materials have a single educational objective, we call it 

“learning objects”. The cloud supports effective e-learning by 

providing infrastructure, repositories of resources, collaborative 

software, communication software, learning environments and 

technical standards for learning objects [1]. Cloud computing 

can change the way that e-learning is delivered and 

experienced, by providing reuse of existing learning object 

materials by storing the teaching resources with different 

teaching style and offer it on a global scale. Despite the   

advances that cloud technology has brought to the e-learning 

area, many challenges still exist. Among these: a) negligence of 

learner’s preferences, b) building learning object content model 

without an instructional method, which lead to produce poor 

learning materials. 

    Learning objects (LOs) might be converted to Shareable 

Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [2]. An LO 

content model without an instructional method is considered 

insufficient to produce good learning materials. Therefore, 

storing the content part of LO without storing metadata part 

(which include many parameters and information), will reduce 

the capability of reusing this LO.   

    In this paper, we started with discovering the education 

opportunities when we use the cloud to provide free style 

learning object materials as a service. A literature review has 

been done about different learning styles, and how we can 

make a common standard format to be used for converting 

from one learning style to another. It was clear that using the 

cloud in education process will continue to grow as we 

continually adopt and refine the services.  Table (1), shows the 

comparison between e-learning, and cloud-based e-learning. 

 

TABLE 1: COMPARISON BETWEEN E-LEARNING, AND CLOUD-BASED E-
LEARNING. 

 
 
    The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, 

we present the related work in: how leaning object material is 

constructed, and current learning style models. Then we 

classify these learning style models according to their 

structures and their scientific bases. In section III, we introduce 

our proposed system, and describe its three components in 

details. Finally, we present conclusion in section IV. 

II. RELATED WORK 

a) Learning Object Materials 

    The Component is the smallest piece of information. It may 

be a text, image, audio, video, or link. Each Component is 

annotated with metadata that describes its characteristics, 

purpose and relationships with other objects. Several LO 

content models have been investigated in the literature in the 

last decade, such as the learn activity content model [3], NETg 

learning object model [4], SCORM content model [5], Navy 

content object model [6], and Cisco RIO model [7].     They are   

more concerned about how to package and aggregate learning 

materials into several levels, which is undoubtedly a good point 

to consider. However, they do not consider the instructional 

method by which the resulting LO will be strengthened. In 

accorporating an instructional method with an LO content 

model will help authors to create flexible learning materials. 
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The Cisco RIO strategy [7], has this advantage over other 

content models. 

 

b) Learning style model (LSM) 

    Many research studies in the personalized learning 

environments frameworks tend to adapt a single-model of LS, 

leaving others uncovered. Single-model means applying only 

one LSM for the personalization process. For instance, 

personalized frameworks based on the Felder-Silverman LSM 

such as Begam, et.al. [8] and Jovanovic, et. al. [9], personalized 

frameworks based on Kolb LSM such as Wang, et. al. [10] and 

Yang, et. al. [11], and several frameworks based on anonymous 

LSM such as Wang, et. al. [12],  Vesin, et. al. [13], and 

Valaski, et. al.  [14]. Using a single-LSM in the e-Learning 

environments has limitations, such as: the lack of 

interoperability between systems, the lack of reusability of the 

learning materials, creating learning materials limited to one 

LSM, and limiting learning activities with one LSM. 

    The dramatic growth in using of LSMs led to similar growth 

in the learning materials that had been developed to meet the 

needs of educational communities and the learners' LS. 

Consequently, the need for the integration of LSMs is a crucial 

issue to: 

1- support the semantic LSMs interoperability, 

2- facilitate mapping between different LSMs, 

3- increase the reusability of learning materials with various   

     e- learning systems that use different LSMs, 

4- decrease the concept overlapping between the various  

     LSMs, 

5- develop customized e-Learning frameworks and  

    applications based on a Multi-LS models, 

6- preserve the basic modularization of the original LSMs, 

7- unify learners' characteristics, and preferences with the  

    usage of the original psychometric instrument associated  

    with each LSM. 

8- support customized/adaptive learning material design and  

    development, 

 

    The integration of LSMs into learning content authoring 

systems seems valuable [15].   Kurilovas et al. [16], analysed 

the interconnections between the learners' LSs, suitable 

learning method, their favoured learning activities, and the 

learning objects types. The research defined an ontology to 

create learners’ personalized learning environments containing 

LOs, the preferred learning activities and methods according to 

their LSs [17]. Truong [18], gives some important 

recommendations and guidelines by reviewing 51 research 

studies related to integrating LSs and adaptive e-learning 

systems. One of his recommendations, which we used in this 

paper, is to solve the problem of integrating several LSMs into 

a new common LSM. 

 

c) Classification of LSMs 

    LSM can be classified according to [19]: 

• Grasping: defines the personal way of gathering   

information.  

• Processing: describes how the individual prefers to 

process information.  

• Organizing: provides the type of perspective on the  

information presented.  

• Decision: describes how persons come to decisions. 

• Lifestyle: specifies personal attitude when dealing    

with the outside world.  

• Input Mode: determines the preferred personal way to  

represent or retain information.  

 

    Applying these criteria’s, we can conclude that we have 

seven different learning style models, as follow: 

1. Felder-Silverman model 

2. Gregorc model 

3. Honey & Mumford model 

4. Keirsey model 

5. Kolb model 

6. MBTI model 

7. Riding 

 

d) Comparative analysis of LSMs 

    For comparing among these seven learning styles, two 

factors have been used: their structure, and their scientific base. 

The results of comparison are given below.  

 

1- The LSMs Structure 

    The structure of LSM may contain either two-dimension 

models, or four-dimension models. For instance, Kolb, Riding, 

and Gregorc are two-dimensional models, while MBTI, Felder-

Silverman, and Keirsey are four-dimensional models. Table (2) 

shows the classification of these seven models according to 

their structure. 

 

2- The LSMs’ Scientific Base 

    Some LSMs have a shared scientific basis, as depicts in table 

(3). The MBTI, Keirsey, and Felder-Silverman models define 

an individual’s grasping information (Sensing/Intuitive) based 

on Jung’s personality type theory. Kolb and Gregorc models 

describe the individual’s grasping information as a concrete or 

abstract mode. Based on Kolb’s theory, the Felder-Silverman 

model uses the Active/Reflective mode for an individual’s 

information processing. Riding and Felder-Silverman define 

the individual's information input modality according to the 

work of Paivio in “Dual Coding Theory” [20] and the Piaget 

“Theory of Cognition” [21]. We can also consider Keirsey 

“Temperaments” as another classification for MBTI 

personality types. The “Sequential/Random” 

(Sequential/Global) mode of individual’s organizing 

information is used in the Gregorc and Felder-Silverman 

models. A correlation was found between Active/Reflective 

poles on the Felder-Silverman model and Extravert/Introvert 

poles on MBTI  [22, 23].    There is also a  correlation  between  
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TABLE 2: CLASSIFICATION OF LSMS STURUCTURES 

Model Felder- 

Silverman 

Gregorc Honey and 

Mumford 

Keirsey Kolb MBTI Riding 

Dimension Dimension Mind 

Ability 

 Personality 

Dichotomy 

Learning 

Mode 

Personality 

Dichotomy 

Cognitive 

Learning 

Style 

Learning  Mind  Learning Temperament Learning Personality Cognitive 

 

TABLE 3: CLASSIFICATION OF LSMS SCIENTIFIC BASES 

Model Felder- Silverman Gregorc Honey and 

Mumford 

Keirsey Kolb MBTI Riding 

Scientific 

Base 

Piaget theory, Jung 

theory, Paivio Dual 

Coding theory, Kolb 

Experiential Learning 

theory, Pask Model 

  Kolb 

Experiential 

Learning 

theory 

Jung 

theory 

Piaget theory, Kolb 

Experiential Learning 

theory, Dewey, Lewin 

Experiential learning 

Jung 

theory 

Piaget theory, 

Paivio Dual Coding 

theory, 

Witkin Field 

Independent/ 

Dependent 

 

 
Extravert/Introvert poles in MBTI and Kolb’s 

Active/Reflective stages [24]. 

 

3- GLSMO system 

    Labib, et. al. [25, 26] implemented a system called 

"GLSMO", which  has several advantages in the e-learning 

domain, especially in the learning materials development 

process, such as: (a) it facilitates mapping between different 

LSMs, (b) increases the reuse of learning materials with 

different e-learning systems that use different LSMs, (c) 

reduces concept overlapping between the various LSMs, (d) 

emphasizes the use of Multi-model LS in the development of 

customized (personalized) e-Learning frameworks and 

applications, (e) supports customized  learning material design 

and development, (f) determine different criteria’s to be 

considered when recommending learning object material to 

LSM, (g) reuse existing learning materials after converting it to 

common format standard. However, their system is a stand-

alone system, it is not designed to be used on Cloud, and it has 

no security mechanism.  

 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

    As pointed by Özyurt et. al. [27], There are 69 articles 

published from 2005 to 2014 dealing with the employment of 

the LSMs in the adaptive hypermedia educational systems 

(Felder-Silverman 29 articles, Kolb 10 articles, Riding’s 

Cognitive style 6 articles, Myers- Briggs Type Indicator 4 

articles, and Honey & Mumford and Gregorc articles). Also, 

Truong [18] investigated the integration of LSMs and the 

adaptive e-Learning systems.   

    From the different LO content models available we selected 

the Reusable Information Object (RIO) model developed by 

CISCO [7]. The RIO model consists of building small learning 

content components that are aggregated into larger structure 

(LO) to address the needs of instructors/authors and learners. 

    Our proposal is mainly based on four modules: a) creation of 

LO, b) reusing existing LO, c) user management preferences, 

and d) securing LO on Cloud. The explanations of each module 

are as follows: 

  

a) Creation of LO:  

    As shown in figure (1), the teacher can create the content of 

LO and its metadata. The system will store the content of LO in 

learning objects repository, while it will store the meta data 

both in ontology and learning style repositories. Metadata has 

four categories:  

1- General which may contain (title, creator, subject, 

description, publisher, contributor, date, type, format, 

source language, coverage, and rights).  

2- Educational which may include (interactivity type, 

learning resource type, user role, context, and age 

range).  

3- Classification which may contain (purpose, 

description, and keywords).  

4- Learning style which may have (model, dimension, 

and name). 

 

b) Reusing existing LO:  

    As depicts in figure (1), we have a lot of existing learning 

objects over the internet, the system will retrieve it, checks 

their metadata part, and classifies them according to their 

learning style, then storing them in our new repositories. This 

module works as a common interface among the seven LSMs, 

as it has the relevant characteristics and activities for each 
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LSMs. This module has been developed using Eclipse 

environment [28], and Java development kit ver 1.8 [29]. 

Figure (2) shows a snapshot for using metadata files to build a 

common ontology. There is one restriction for those LOs to be 

reused, that it should have a metadata section, which contains 

some parameters to define its content, objects, and learning 

style. Therefore, we can apply the following rules for 

classifying the retrieved LO, to obtain whether is it exact 

match; or match; or similar with one of LOs currently stored in 

our repository. Then we modify its metadata part and re-store it 

in our repository. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Overview of proposed system

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Using metadata to build common ontology
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Fig. 3: Collecting learner's preferences

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Present the learning material according to learner needs 
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Classifying LO Rules: 
    Suppose we have a first order definition of learning object 
L with signature 

L=<G,E,C,S> 
    Where G is a general information, E is an educational 
information, C is a classification of LO, and S is a learning style 
(information related to each variable described in the 
previous section).. 
    We are interested in some formal criteria for obtaining a 
learning object Z, with signature 

Z=<G,E,C,S> 

Def.1 A learning object Z is Exact match with L iff 

((Z(C)=L(C)) ˄ ((Z(G)  L(G)) ˅ (Z(E)  L(E))) 

 Def.2 A learning object Z is Match with L iff 

((Z(C)=L(C)) ˄ ((Z(G) ϵ L(G)) ˅ (Z(E) ϵ  L(E))) 

 Def.3 A learning object Z is Similar to L iff 

((Z(C) ϵ L(C)) ˄ ((Z(G) ϵ L(G)) ˅ (Z(E) ϵ  L(E))) 

 
   The following steps are applied when teacher requests a LO 

from a repository, modifies it, and submits the modified LO to 

our repository: 
1. Teacher logs into a system 

2. Teacher is authenticated 

3. Teacher initiates a search on the meta-data in several 

repositories 

4. Repository returns the set of meta-data records that 

meet the search criteria 

5. Teacher reviews the meta-data records and apply the 

above rules to select the suitable LO from the 

repository  

6. Teacher modifies the LO, then submit it to the 

repository 

 

c) User management preferences:  

    In this module the profile that describes everything about the 

learner’s characteristics and preferred learning activities have 

been saved for recommending learning materials to the learner 

according to his/her preferences. The preferences can be 

collected from the learner directly as shown in figure (3), or 

through analyse his behaviour during previous courses' 

interaction. These preferences might be (S/E/A). where S is 

short materials which can be delivered in slide form, E is an 

explanation material which can be delivered in multimedia 

form, and A is an additional material which can be delivered in 

links or examples and references. Therefore, when learner 

requests a new training, the system presents the materials of 

required training according to his preferences, as shown in 

figure (4). 

 

 

d) Securing LO on Cloud 

    For securing the LO over the cloud, our SCaaS [30] can be 

applied, to secure the uploading of LO to broker’ server and 

during its download to client side.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

    In this paper, we presented a free style learning object 

material as a cloud service. The system has ability to reuse 

existing learning object materials, and converting them from 

one learning style to another. The construction of the new LO 

take into consideration including metadata with informative 

data about the LO, to help both reusing and the broker to find 

out this LO when offer it as a cloud service. Comparing to 

other stand-alone systems, our system has the following 

advantages: a)  non system dependent like most of e-learning 

systems; b) no specific learner’s device request like most of e-

learning system; c) selecting learning materials according to 

learner's preferences; d) reusing existing large numbers of 

learning objects and restore it in standard format to be reuse for 

any other system; e) offering these learning materials as a 

cloud service; f) security compatible with SCaaS. 
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